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Reg, No. :

Name :

Examination, November 201 8

(2014 Admn. Onwards)

CORE COURSE IN PHYSICS

5806 PHY : ElectrodYnamics - I

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 40

lnstructions:1) section A : Answer all quesfrons (very short answer type'

Each question carries 1 mark).

section B : Answer any seven questions (sh oft answer

type. Each question carries 2 marks)'

Section C : Answer any four questions (Short essay/problem

type. Each question carries 3 marks)'

Section D : Answer any two questions (Long essay type'

Each question carries 5 marks)
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2)

3)

4)

1.

2.

3.

4.

SECTION . A

Inside a charged hollow spherical conductor, the potential is

Write Poisson's equation.

The dielectric constant of water is 80. lts permittivity is

The equation of continuity expresses the conservation of (4x1=4)

SECTION _ B

5. State Biot-Savart's law.

6. Give any two properties of equipotential surfaces'

7. Show that VxE - 0.
i

B. obtain Poisson's equation from Gauss's law.

g. Derive an expression for the energy of a dipole in an electric field' P'r'o'
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10. Derive the relation between surface current and surface charge densities'

11. what is electric displacement vector ? write its unit'

12. Distinguish between polar and non-polar molecules. Give examples'

13. Find the electric field inside a charged conducting spherical shell using

Gauss,s theorem. Hlnce find the erecirostatic potential'

14. what are the boundary conditions on potential ?
(7x2=141

SECTION - C

1s. A paraper prate capacitor having capacitance c is half filled with dielectric

constani X. Wnat is the new capacitance ?

16. A certain charge e is to be divided into two parts q ald Q-q' what is the

rerationship of e to q if the two p"nr praced a given distance apart are to

have a maximum Coulomb rePulsion ?

17. Find the energy of a uniformry charged spherical shell of total charge q and

radius R.

. Find the force between two straight parallel conductors carrying currents'

SECTION _ D

21 . Derive an expression tor the trajectory ol the charged particle moving in

- ;;;J;;e electric and magnetic field'

22. Derive an expresslon for the potential of a uniformly charged conducting

sPhere inside and outside'

23. Derive the Clausius-Mosotti relation

24. Derive the dilferential and integral form of Gauss's law for the iield

polarization vector P' (2x5=10)

18

19 A toroid has a core (non-ferromagnetic) of inner radius 25 cm and outer radius

26 cm around which 3000 turns of a wire are wound. lf the current in the wire

is 11 A, what is the *"gn*tic fierd inside the core of the toroid ?

A wire 1 m rong carries a current of 1o A and makes an angle of 30" with a

. uniform magnetic fierd B = 1.5 T. calculate the magnitude ano direction of

the force on thg wire. 
= l 'c l ' \-'ctrvurqrrv L"v ' (4x3=12)

20.


